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Title Summary 

Grace Boucher 
BPS in Baking & Pastry Arts 
Management, CIA; Assistant 
Teacher, Vocational Center 
Culinary Program 
 

Graphing Hunger A culinarian explores the intersection of mathematical reasoning, the 
investor’s emotional cycle, and the narrator’s erratic eating patterns in 
Knut Hamsun’s pioneering nineteenth-century novel. 
 

Matthew Friday 
SUNY New Paltz,  
Professor and Graduate Coordinator 
of Art, SUNY New Paltz; Senior 
Research Partner at SPURSE, 
Ecosystem Design and Consultation; 
Iain Kerr 
Montclair State University 
 

Eating Aesthetics: Sensual Co-
Consumption  

The ecosystem design collective SPURSE will discuss their Eat Your 
Sidewalk cookbook, an extended meditation on the complex entanglement 
of aesthetics, gastronomy, ethics and ecology evoked by the practice of 
contemporary subsistence hunting and foraging. 
 

Sophia Siddique Harvey 
Vassar College, Film Studies 
 

Tracing and Tasting Aromatic 
Images in Cinema 
 

How can film, which we consider to be an audio-visual medium, evoke 
the senses of taste, touch, and smell? 
 

Ron Hayes 
CIA Adjunct, Literature and 
Composition; Associate Director, 
CIA Career Services 

“Let’s Eat, Children.” Wait, I 
mean: “Let’s Eat Children!”: The 
Threat of Cannibalism as Social 
Control for the Youth of Today 

From the Brothers Grimm to the Zombie Apocalypse, the threat of 
cannibalism has been used to keep children in line, yet does the 
perpetuation of this practice say more about the delinquency of the 
children or the moral corruption of the adults? 
 

Angela Hooks 
CIA Adjunct, College Writing 

The Bridge That Connects 
Poetry, Film, and Identity to 
Experiential Learning for 
Culinary Students 
 

Three poetry writing assignments — paired with poems and films —teach 
culinary students how to use poetry as narrative and as autobiographical 
writing. 



 
 

Melissa Panek 
CIA Adjunct, French 
& Mary Christensen 
SUNY New Paltz, French 

Your Own Madeleine Moment: 
French Cuisine in the 
Humanities 

While, traditionally, subjects such as philosophy, foreign languages, and 
history constitute the Humanities, we can look at the underlying principle 
of the Humanities as the critical study of our human environment and 
cultural heritage, including culinary studies.  
 

Josh Robbins 
CIA Adjunct, College Writing; 
Member, Writer’s Guild of America 

The Creativity Paradox in 
Formal Writing, Screenwriting, 
and Professional Cooking 

Learning Master Scene Formatting (the standard formatting for movies 
and most television shows) helps students express their creative and 
original ideas while adhering to a well-established and technical form of 
writing — a skill in compartmentalization that is useful across other forms 
of writing, as well as in both the fine and culinary arts. 
 

Vicki Tromanhauser 
SUNY New Paltz, English  

Gastronomical Modernism and 
the Future of Meat 

This presentation proposes to think historically about the future of meat, a 
question treated with urgency in the recipes and fiction of early twentieth-
century modernism, itself a time of great gastronomical and literary 
experimentation. 
 

Sarah Wyman 
SUNY New Paltz, English 

Food as Instrument of 
Connection in Imbolo Mbue’s 
Behold the Dreamers 
 

A discussion of the role of food as communication and connection in 
Mbue’s novel. 
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